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Transaction risk and login monitoring are crucial necessities for institutions looking to stop
fraud. However, banks and other organizations that are solely relying on rules-based analysis
to detect anomalies are not leveraging all the tools and strategies currently available to stop
fraudulent transactions. By merging the power of DetectTA’s real-time threat evaluation,
DetectID’s strong multi-factor authentication system and Detect Safe Browsing’s keen
frictionless authentication process for legitimate customers.

Combine threat-evaluation
technology with an
authentication system and
malware detection to
successfully protect against
cybercriminals.

Behavior-Based Analysis: A Better Way to Detect Anomalies
Utilizing behavioral analytics combined with rules-based analysis
Regular
Behavior
Anomalous
Transactions

Detecting anomalies by tracking user behavior

geolocation data, as well as their normal habits such as transfer,
possess about their customers’ past transactions can be fed into
DetectTA’s heuristic engine.

Instantly qualify a transaction’s risk through heuristic analysis of customer behavior using machine
learning techniques.

While behavioral analysis is a critical component of risk-based monitoring, the DetectTA strategy does not exclude rules-based analysis.
Institutions can also screen transactions through the use of a rule-creation engine. Alerts are then generated for atypical activities. This is an

even block the activity entirely. This feature is vital to a proactive approach because it alerts about potentially suspicious behavior before
money is actually stolen.
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Easy Authentication Following A Suspicious Transaction

choose a level of authentication which is appropriate for the risk involved.

Authenticate risky transactions instantly by leveraging the power of DetectID, which provides frictionless
methods of verifying end users.

array of methods through DetectID to ensure the customer is not a fraudster. For example,
instantly sent to the customer’s mobile device. The request can come in the form of a push
alert, allowing customers to verify themselves and their transactions by simply pressing a
button on their mobile device after DetectID automatically sends out the push alert.
Financial institutions also have the option of employing biometrics to quickly authenticate
customers.
Fingerprint scanners already installed onto many mobile devices, as well as facial and voice recognition, are all frictionless technology that
methods include utilizing QR codes, soft tokens and one-time-passwords.

Evaluate Whether a Device Could be Compromised, Then Take Action
DetectTA can be combined with Detect Safe Browsing to further assess whether fraud is occurring on a device. Detect Safe Browsing protects
customers against identity theft and account takeover, even if they are using compromised devices. The state-of-the-art technology blocks
online and mobile threats and leverages threat analytics to quickly and decisively act before fraud can occur.
whether a device is jailbroken. For example, if Detect Safe Browsing determines a user is logging in from a risky device, DetectTA can then
that particular device or require users to verify themselves using the range of authentication options available through DetectID. This route
ensures customers are still able to perform safe transactions even if the device is deemed risky.

Collect valuable insight into a whether a device is compromised and make a calculated decision on
how to proceed.
device is performing is suspicious or not. This allows DetectTA to use information derived from the device in addition to rules and behavior
when determining if a transaction is risky, thus proactively protecting against future attacks.

A Simple Combination Combats Costly Fraud
Combining transaction risk detection with other protection layers does not have to be complicated, nor should it hassle customers with
authentication and secure browsing so fraud is detected and stopped in the most direct fashion.
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